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SOLUTION OF SOME CIEMICAL PUNT PRO:BLEMS 
ASSOCIATED WITK TiE MANUFACTURE OF INSECTICIDiS 
1. Introduction 
l 
This thesis describes the solutions of a variety of developmental, 
prodaction, and ceneral encineerinc problems encountered in a chemical 
plant. This plant produces resins, solvents, and insecticides. Most of 
the problems considered here are patented or are of a secret natare. 
Taese details are, in the main, satisfactory temperatures, molar ratios, 
times of reaction, and space-time data. Therefore, it is the purpose of 
this discu.asion to be ceneral but, in the main, to cive the outline of 
the tbinkinc which derived these sol~tions. Some of these solutions 
were of minor economic value, some were vital to the success of the pro-
cesses involved. These solutions made a very profitable operation out 
of the main insecticide involved, a product marketed under the trade 
name of Chlordane. 
The ceneral flow plan of this process is as follows: 
1. Production of sodium hypochlorite from sodilml hydroxide 
and chlorine .. 
z. Preparation of cyclopentadiene. 
J. Hexachloroeyclopentadiene production from cyelopenta-
diene and sodium hypochlorite. 
4. Codimerization production from hexachlorocyclopent~ 
diene and additional cyelopentadiene. 
5. J1nal chlorinate production from codimerization product 
and caseous chlorine. 
A block flow diacram is ,;iven in Ficure 1. 
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Sections VII to X inclusive are concerned with ~eneral en£ineering 
problems or with specific p roblems which were solved. Some of the 
specific solutions were of considerable economic va lue at the time. 
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II. HYpochlorite Reaction and Problems 
The reaction required is: 
2 NaO + Cl2 __... NaClO + NaCl + H~. 
The caustic used was purchased as either 50 per cent NaO or 73 per cent 
NaO nd diluted to a proper strength to make the best hypochlorite. 
Actually, this best strength of caustic w~s dictated by requirements set 
in the hexachlorocyclopentadiene reaction. These requirements are dis-
cussed in Section III. The equipment was conventional in type. The 
caustic was pumped in to a tank: and chlorine introduced throll€h a spider 
arran&ement. Rapid coolinl; was necessa.ry to keep the hypochlorite 
stable and to depress a side reaction, which makes sodium chlorate. A 
maximum of 90° F. is cener lly considered in the trade as bein~ s tis-
factory. Low iron content and low sodium chloride content specific~ 
tions were desirable for the caustic used. 
Dissolved or colloidal copper and iron make a very unstable hypo-
chlorite. At one time, a brass impeller in a hypochlorite circulation 
p'WDp was found to be responsible for the production of unstable hypo-
chlorite. In another instance, some or anic contaminants, which had not 
been removed in the production of the chlorine, were found responsible 
for unstable hypochlorite . Two carloads of this contaminated chlorine 
were returned to sUppliers . 
Enough chlorine w s added to the caastic until only a few c.c. of 
caustic titer remained in a test sample . 
tic ~ivee a very unstable hypochlorite. 
A completely chlorinated caus-
Caustic and hypochlorite 
strengths were checked by the standard volumetri methods. 
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III. Kexachlorosrclopentadiene Reaction and Problema 
The reactants in this case are sodium hJpochlorite and c;rclopenta-
diene. The principal reaction ia: 
6 BaOCl + CsHo ~ 6 BaOH + c5c16 
Preparation of hypochlorite is described in Section II. Cyclopentadtene 
can be prepared from various sources. The raw material source is likely 
to be coal tar. However, it Jl\8¥ also be derived. from petrCileum sources. 
Best results are obtained if the source material is a charge nry rich 
1n cyclopentadiene. The concentrate as received h mostly dicycl.openta-
diene. The prC1pert1es of these two COIIIpOunds are civen in Whitmore's 
(1) (2) 
"Organic Chemistry" and in Karrer's •organic Chemist~. The 
boiling point of cyclopentad.iene is 41° c. The boil in& point of cU-
0 qclopentadiene is 170 c. Trlmers and higher polymers of cyclopent.-
cliene are known. Cyclopentediene is capable of forming a series of 
highly colored compounds called fulvenes. Metallic potassium can re-
place one hydrogen in cyclopentadiene. This compoUDd. is capable of a 
very wide variety of reactions, generally ter11ed Diels-Alcler reactions. 
The equilibrium constant for the reaction 2 c5M6 ~:f' c10H12 is of 
such an order that the reaction proceeds slowly to the ridlt at room 
temperature and after thirty cl~s is essentially complete.(J) This 
equilibrium can be reversed and will proceecl almost entirely to the left 
above 100° f. At this high temperature, some higher polymers are 
fomed, but the percentage is very lo111 when a nearly pure dieyclopenta .. 
(1) Whitmore, F. c., Orcanic Cheaiatr,r, pp. 6J9-64o, lat. Ed. 5th Print., 
Jan. 1942. 
(2) Earrer, Paul, Orcanic Cheaiatey, pp. 6oJ-6oS, 19)8. 
(J) Uhric, Xaz-1, LJrnch, Jlleanor, aJW. ••cter, :lan7 c., Analytical 
Cheaietr,r, Vol. 18, Ko. 9, p. 550, Sept. 1946. 
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diene charge is used. The final polymer is thought to be (C5E6) 6 • 
After rapid dedimerization, the cyclopentadiene is condensed and quickly 
fractionated from impuritie s such a s methyl cyclopentadiene, dicyclopen-
tadiene, and dimethylcyclopentadiene. If the overhead cyclopentadiene 
is kept below 40° F., little dimerization occurs. Refrigeration is 
necessary. If kept as low as 10° F., the stock can be kept indefinitely. 
Also, cooling at t his low temperature is likely to freeze any water 
present in solution . 
Fractionation tower residues are polymers of cyclopentadiene. 
These residues will react p artially with iron rust and often are capable 
o f spontaneous combustion when exposed to air. 
The reaction of cyclopent~~iene and sodium hypochlorite can be 
carried out in either batch or continuous types of equipment . It was in 
this step ths.t serious development work was needed. The principal reac-
tion is given in the first paragraph on Page 5 of this Section. The end 
product desired has a maximum content of hexachlorocyclopentadiene. The 
reaction in itself is fairly straightforward, but several side reactions 
are possible . Each one of the six hydrogen atoms in cyclopentadiene is 
progressively replaced by chlorine atoms. It would be expected that the 
last two atoms would be the hardest to replace. This is true. Also, the 
following reaction is possible in this stage : 
c5c16 + c5H6 --~ c10E6Cl6 
There is no way to prevent some progress of the codimerization reaction 
in t his step. It so happens that the equilibrium constant for the 
chlorination step is much higher than the equilibrium constant for the 
codimerization step at the same temperature. Hence, unless excess 
cyclopentadiene is added to the mixture, the codimerization reaction is 
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very inhibited. The search for a proper molar ratio of sodium hypo-
chlorite to c7clopentadiene led to a lencthy investication. aDt. at 
times, a costl7 one. It can be stated that the proper ratio is not 6 to 
1. The author made a ~ess on this proper ratio and after several 
78ars1 effort, the optimum was still very near the first approximation. 
The optimum ratio was about the same in both continuous aDd batch equip-
ment. 
This reaction must be carried out rap1d.l7 aml the two phases sep.-
rated at once. The cyclopentadiene must be dispersed quick17 in t~ 
droplets in the hJpochlorite phase. This di~ersion is relativel7 eas7 
and ~ be accomplished in either batch or continuous process. The heat 
of reaction is larce. and the temperature must be kept well UDder con-
trol. If the temperature ,;ets too high. de~ad.ation of product b7 ~ro-
lysis is possible; in fact, it has been observed to be nearl7 complete 
when no coolinc of a mixture was tr1ecl. Cy'clopentad.iene itself is a 
TerT reactive material because of its special struct\U"e. It 1a a con-
Jucatecl diene. and the two end. h1drocen atoms are replaceable by aetals 
in some cases. ( 4) Its D1els-Alder reaction with benzaldeh7de can be 
use4 as a method of analysis. 
(5) 
As reaction proceeds, the hexachlorocyclopentadiene coalesces in 
larcer droplets and slowl;y settles out of the water phase. A proper 
max~ reaction temperature was found after considerable experiment .. 
tion. This JIUSt cive maximum yield quickl;y and 78t be carried on at a 
low enouch temperature that ¥rolys1s of the product is prevented. 
Aleo, coolinc must continue throuchout the reactor until the reaction 
(4) Whitmore, op . cit., pp. 6)9- 640. 
(S) Uhric. op. cit •• p. sso. 
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is almost comp lete . The end product , when left st andi ng a t room tempera-
ture, will slowly hydrolyze. This hydrolysis reaction is very slow, but 
at the temperature of boiling water, it is very rapid. Hydrolyzation 
removes successive chlorine a toms from the five carbon- ring compound . 
The effect of solubilized iron or copper on this rea ction may be 
quite p ronounced . The i mpurity may be very small, yet ruin the p roduct . 
A mixture , which contained enough dissolved iron to make sodium hypo-
chlorite purple , was observed to give a completely hydrolyzed hexa-
chlorocyclopentadiene product a t 60° C. Evidently, iron is capable of 
vastly accelerating the hydrolysis reaction as well as ~iving other un-
favorable side reactions . Iron is capable of chelating hexachlorocyclo-
pentadiene molecules. Also, hexachlorocyclopentadiene can polymerize on 
heating . The effects of these structural changes do not become apparent 
until later in the process . 
Iron impurities were responsible for production of organic mud . At 
times, this organic mud comprised over ha~f of the product of this reac-
tion . This mud was an emulsion of hexachlorocyclopentadiene in hypo-
chlorite . Small specks of iron rust or other inorganic impurities were 
nuclei for this mud formation. When the mud was completely resolved 
into its components, there were two liquid phases; one was or~anic, the 
other was an aqueous phase. Also, there wa s a very small residue of 
inorganic solids, i nsoluble in either phase . Impurities in the caustic 
as purchased were probably helpful in formation of this mud . The mud 
can be broken up mostly by heat, but the product is inferior . 
Copper is also a catalyst for similar rea ctions. Chelated com-
pounds are not very su itable for later processing; hence , it is best to 
prevent these impurities entering f rom either sodium hypochlorite or 
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c;yclopentadiene charce stocks. It is also wise to keep iron out of 
reaction equipment in the hexaohloroc;yclopentadiene reaction. A clean, 
nearl;y iron-free qpochlorite is essential. When iron is dissolved in 
hTPochlorite, it m~ be present in a colloidal form or as a ferrate. 
Some sodium ~roxide is alv~s present in the reaction mixture, and 
the amount increases constantly until the reaction is complete. Iron 
removal from the product will be discussed later. 
A search was made for proper construction materials. It would be 
expected that class or class-lined equipment would be satisfactory for 
this reaction. This 1s quite true. No metal contaminants erode out 
of class equipment. No suitable metal or al.lo;y was found for the main 
reaction zone of this part of the process. In the reaction zone, a 
Hastello;y C pump impeller lasted two weeks. At the end of that time, 
the impeller had almost completely disintegrated. Kowever, at this time, 
metal contaminants were quite troublesome and perhaps a ferric chloride 
action vas responsible for this hiCh corrosion rate. At a later tiae, 
with metal contamination quite low, a Hastello;y 0 sample in this zone 
eorrocled., but much more slowl;y. After the main reaction zone is passed, 
)04 type stainless steel is ver;y satisfactory for transfer pipe. A pipe 
of' J04 stainless steel lasted several ;years in this service without 
apparent corrosion. At this point, the sturdiness of blue Pfaudler 
glass-lined steel anould be mentioned. As a settlinc vessel, aPfaudler 
glass-lined ta.Dk vas used. Although manufacturers will not claim alka-
line resistance for their product, this settling tank was used for three 
;years in twent)'l-four-hour, se-ren-d.q week operation at temperatures rtm-
ning as high as 60° c. The pH of this solution was about fourteen. 
Most of the class was still left on the tank after three ;years, althouch 
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many spots of steel were beginning to show through the ~lass surface. 
After the hexachlorocyclopentadiene reaction is nearly comple te, 
the two-phase mixture flows into the above- mentioned glass-lined set-
tlin~ tank. The size of t his tank was quite ample . Actually, some 
hexachlorocyclopentadiene is so well dispersed that nearly twenty-four 
hours are necessary f or complete settling. However, this well-dispersed 
product amounts to 1 per cent or 2 per cent of t he product, at the most. 
Some galvanic action had been noted in reactor transfer pipin~. A 
series of checks was made with many alloys . Two strips of dissimilar 
metals or alloys were placed in hypochlorite solution. Each strip was 
wlred to a galvanometer pole, and reading s were made . The lar~est gal-
vanic current observed was betwe en 304 type stainless steel and malleable 
iron. Iron was the cathode and stainless steel t he anode. All of the 
300 and 4oo series stainless steels were anodic to malleable iron. Even 
Hastelloy C was anodic to malleable iron although, in this case, the 
current was negligible. All dissimilar alloys showed a galvanic c~~rent. 
Negligible currents were observed between very similar alloys such as 
309 and 310 stainless steel and between 316 and 317 stainless steel. 
On~ Duriron and Durichlor were cathodic to malleable iron. In pumpin~ 
hypochlorite, and in handling both charge streams in . a most dispersed 
and active condition, a Durichlor pump was undamaged after three years' 
service. A Hastelloy C impeller lasted two weeks under the same condi-
tions. 
A clean-up of dissolved iron in the hexachlorocyclopentadiene pro-
duct was accomplished with a unique filter . The organic phase w.as sepa-
rated in a settler and pumped through this filter to intermed~ate s~or-
age . 
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It had been observed in the laboratory that fine filter paper 
cleaned up hexachlorocyclopentadiene in a manner satisfactory for later 
processing. It was deduced by the writer that the filter paper was ad-
sorbing ferric chloride and water. The paper was also filtering out 
fine solids and bits of organic mud. This obse.rrT&tion was later the 
basis for the construction of a plant filter using cellulose. As sug-
gested before, just how dissolved iron could be present in alkaline 
hypochlorite is difficult to.see, since ferric hydroxide is so very in-
soluble. Perhaps the iron is present in the hypochlorite in colloidal 
form . It is known that some organic compounds such as benzene are ex-
(6) 
cellent solvents for iron compounds. Processes are known in which an 
or ganic solvent can be used for the extraction of ferric chloride from 
an aqueous solution. Distribution ratios as high as 6,000 to 1 have 
been noted for such an extraction. 
The product hexachlorocyclopentadiene is a very remarkable and ver-
satile solvent. By laboratory test, it was proved capable of dissolving 
iron salts. 
Chloride ion is present in the hypochlorite phase in abundance. 
Also, hydrolyzed hexachlorocyclopentadiene would produce chloride ions. 
Ferric chloride was proved to have been removed by cellulose. 
The cellulose also adsorbed considerable water. The water adsorbed 
had been in true solution, as adsorption took place both under pressure 
and under vacuum conditions. As a drying agent , it equalled the drying 
powers of anhydrous sodium sulphate and exceeded that of Johns-Manville 
Super Cel. Removal of this water is probably as important as the 
(6) ~roggins, P. H., Unit Processes in Organic Synthesis, 4th Edition, 
p. 213, 1951. 
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removal of ferric chloride. Dissolved water will certainly hydrolyze 
hexachlorocyclopentadiene in the next reaction under the reaction con-
ditions when a trace of iron is present . \'lith no iron present , little 
hydrolysis occurs. The amount of water removed may run as high as 1 per 
cent by weight of the product dried. 
The dried product could be checked for effectiveness of the clean-
U9 step by putting a test tube of hexachlorocyclopentadiene in boiling 
water for five minutes . If the clean-up was good enough for later pro-
cessing, the sample would be very slightly deepened in color. If the 
clean-up was not adequate, the sample would be very black. This test 
"'as used to demonstrate that no other drying agent except cellulose was 
adequate , because no other drying agent removed iron impurities to a low 
enough level. This was proven true by chemical analysis. 
It would be difficult to overestimate the value of this cellulose 
filter, or drier, in the manufacture of the final product . Only when 
the filter was installed and functioning properly was a light-colored 
end product possible . Only when a light, amber-colored hexachlorocyclo-
pentadiene was produced could a light-colored finished product be made. 
Undesirable impurit ies in the final product had been running as high as 
40 per cent before installation of the first crude cellulose filter. 
These losses dropped at once to 6 per cent and to less than 1 per cent 
when development \·ras complete. 
Recovery of hexachlorocyclopentadiene from the waste hypochlorite 
solution was attempted, but no commercial method of recovery was found. 
It was observed that both cellulose and By-Flo Super Cel were effective 
but not practical. The organic material in the aqueous phase was 
present as a dispersion of oil in water. 
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IV. Codimerization Reaction and Problems 
The principal reaction is : 
c5c16 + c5H6 ---) c10H6c16 
Lower chlorinates than C5Cl6 also react in the same manner . Some of 
these lower chlorinates were always present in manufactured hexachloro-
cyclopentadiene. The exact quantities used in plant practice only 
app roximated equimolar quanti ties. 
Careful laboratory analysis determined practical amounts of cyclo-
pentadiene to add to a batch of hexachlorocyclopentadiene. The purity 
of cyclopentadiene to be used ~~s tested as described on Page 7. Nearly 
pure hexachlorocyclopentadiene has the following properties , as adver-
tised by Hooker Electrochemical Company: 
Holecular weight 
Freezing point • • • 
Boiling point 
Distillation range (A. S.T. M.). 
Refractive Index n 20° /D • • • 
Specific gravity 15. 5°/15 . 5°0 . 
272.79 
• • • • -2°C. 
• • 2J6°C. 
• • 236-245°0. 
• . • . 1 . ;64 
1.715 
They also say : 11As a highly reactive i ntermediate, it enters readily 
into many different types of reactions . Some of the end products are 
acids , acid chlorides, acid anhydrides, esters , amides , ketones, dike-
tones, quinones, acetals , nitriles , and fluorocarbons . The probable 
fields for this new chemical are: insecticides , dyes, pharmaceut icals, 
resins, germicides, and fungicides . Hexachlorocyclopentadiene is a yel-
low to amber- colored liquid vii th a pungent odor 11 • Characteristically 
its reactions ;.rould be expected to be of the Diels-Alder type . It has 
a positive heat of formation. It has a very small heat of combustion. 
The impure material as produced burns slowly with a very smoky !1.ame 
when a natural gas-oxygen torch is held on the liquid surface. This 
flame extinguishes at once when the torch is removed . 
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Cyclopentadiene is also capable of most of t he reactions mentioned 
a s possible for hexachlorocyclopentadiene . As mentioned previously , 
cyclopentadiene is capable of polymeriza tion up to (c5H6) 6 at least . 
liexachloropentadiene is capable of similar polymerization excep t that 
the point where the polymer is a black, insoluble Rolid i s probab ly 
reached at a polymerization number of less than six. Cyclopentadiene 
can also be chelated with iron, as shown before. 
The kinetics of t he reaction C5Cl6 + c5H6 ---~ c10H6c16 were 
studied carefully in pilot plant work . A cursory examination of t he 
reaction equation may lead one to expect a second order reactio~ but 
often, apparent second order reactions are first order reactions when 
t he kinetic s are studied carefully. The reaction speed for any given 
temperature is evidently much less t han for t he p revious reaction of 
cyclopentad iene with hypochl orite . Actually by using twice t he re-
quired cyclopentadiene to react with hypo chlorite , t he double rea c-
tion can be comple ted at once , but t he p roduct is inferior as regards 
dens ity and chlorine content . Products of low densi ty and chlorine 
content are too liquid. The pure c10H6c16 is a snow- white, crystal-
l ine solid . By t aking careful pyncnometer determinations of various 
laboratory and pilot plant codimerizat ion r eaction products Rnd plo t-
ting result s , an apparent gravity of pure C1oH6Cl 6 of 1 . 6000 was ob-
tained by t he author. This is nearly correct . The pure produc t ex-
h ibits a regular cryst al habit , making a crystal of twenty-two 
faces . This can be obtained by repeated crystallizations from carbon 
tetrachloride . 
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]oth reactants in t his case are liquids as charged . The plant pro-
duct is a sugary solid when cool . In some cases , it was very solid when 
cool ; however , at t he t emperature of reaction , crystals are evi dent, but 
t he mixture exhibi t s properties like a viscous liquid. The react ion 
will proceed over a consider abl e range of temper ature , although an op ti-
mum vtas found where reaction was rapid and compl ete, and side reactions 
wer e still fairly inhibited . Probably the most important competing side 
reaction was the dimerization of cyclopentadiene . The X of this reac-
t i on is much lower than the K of the codimeriza tion reaction at the op-
t i mum r eaction temperature . 
The reaction is very exothermic as t he double bonds are reduced in 
number . c10H6c16 has only two double bonds remaining. The dimerization 
of cyclopentadiene is aJ.so very exothermic but , as mentioned , the reac-
tion K is so much lower, t hat t he apparent end of the react i on can be 
easily observed . An overall heat transfer coefficient U of 
20 E . T . U. /( r~ . )(sq . ft .) (FO . ) was observed in t his reaction in glass-
lined equ ipment . The product at t his stage must have excess cyclo-
pentadiene and dicyclopentadiene stripped out by high vacuum and it is 
t hen ready for t he next p roduction step . 
In early \orork with the codimerization r eaction, an or ganic solvent 
had been used in t he hexachlorocyclopentadiene reaction to carry the 
cyclopentadiene , and t h i s solvent r emained until the codimerization 
reaction was compl e te . It was t hought at tha t time that a solvent as-
s i sted in the phase distribution of the reactants . This solvent was 
usually benzene , At t hat time , t he codimerization reaction was carried 
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out at a lower temperature and required a much longer reaction period. 
Actually, the reaction kinetics were very different when a carrying sol-
vent was used in the codimerization reaction. During the period in 
which a solvent was used, the author constructed and operated a sm~ll 
p ilot plant stripper to remove the benzene from the finished codimer-
ization product . Then , a few months later, the author designed a plant 
stripper made of J04 type stainless steel of 11 gua~ thickness. Tl1is 
is described here because progress at a later time made it unnecessary 
to use this stripper. At the time of its construction, commercial pro-
duction was made possible by its use. The stripper was three feet in 
diameter and f our feet long in its straight cylindrical section. A 45° 
cone at the bottom lowered the diameter to twelve inches. Another 
cylindrical section fifteen inches long comprised the bottom section. A 
11 /211 pipe , extending do\'mward about twenty feet to a reservoir tank, 
drained the bottom of the stripper. The bottom cylindrical section was 
enclosed in a steam jacket. Heated product with solvent was pumped into 
the stripper a few inches from the top. A four inch vacuum outlet from 
the top of the three foot diameter section led downward to a Nash vacuum 
pump suction inlet. Alternate disk trays, followed by doughnut trays, 
were in t he three foot diameter section. This gave good distribution of 
the viscous and partially solid product so that benzene could be boiled 
out. Whenever the best product was made, the do\~pipe tended to plug, 
but mostly it wa.s operable and served its purpose. 
The author designed and operated a small continuous reactor and 
stripper for kinetic studies of t his reaction . Continuous reaction was 
feasible. However, this continuous reaction was carried out using only 
the reactants. These stripping operations were carried out at about the 
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op timum tempera ture, \'lh ich 'ilas later used a s a reaction temperature. 
The codimerization product is probably capRble of iron chel a tion, 
although not as easily as is hexachlorocyclopentadiene . The product can 
be handled ~cce ssfully at a much higher tempera ture than can the p re-
vious hexachlorocyclopentadiene p roduct. As i ron contamination is 
lowered, the r eaction temperature can be raised. Also , excess cyclo-
pentadiene must be removed a s soon a s the reaction ends. 
As t his re act ion is completed in plant process and stripping off of 
excess cyclopentadiene has been completed , t he product is very crystal-
line in nature . Agita t ion is now difficult and more labored. In t he 
plant process, the next step must be started immedia tely. If allowed 
to cool to room temperature , the product might set up solid. 
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V. Final_Chlori~ation Reaction and Problems 
The principal r eaction is : 
The c10H6c18 is an adverti sed insecticide. The final step is quite sim-
ple. The use of chlorine makes glass-lined equipment almost manda tory. 
The reactio n does not proceed entirely as the equation would suggest . 
The charged c10H6c16 is not pure . As produced, it is so nearly solid 
that it is difficult to handle . Some chlorine should be introduced into 
the r eaction kettle as soon as va cuum stripping of excess solvent from 
the codimerization product has been completed. As soon a s some chlorine 
has reacted , t he mass becomes much less viscous and can easily be agi-
t ated. The solution becomes more and more fluid a s chlorination p ro-
ceeds. 
I n this case , side r eactions are to be expected and are desirable. 
A d b G . ( 7) t h . t i f hl i . t s suggeste y rogg1ns , e max~um reac on o c or ne 1n o a 
double bond would occur when the temperature is fairly low and the sub-
stitution chlorination would occur in a l ar ger degree at higher temper~ 
tures. This is partially true. In this case, both reactions are desir-
able. The double bond in t he five-membered ring portion of the charge 
c10E6c16 should fill easily, and it does. The filling of this double 
bond is the dominant reaction, although considerable substitution also 
occurs. Substitution is made evident by evolution of by-product hydro-
gen chloride . The reaction is highly exothermic. The end of the reac-
tion can be observed easily when the large heat evolution dimin ishes 
suddenly and free chlor i ne appear s in the waste gases in large quantities. 
(7) Groggins, op . cit., p . 213. 
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~nen it is pure , the final product of this reaction is a white vis-
cous liquid, although some crysta ls are likely to be present at room 
temperature. The plant product is an amber viscous liquid having a vis-
cosity at room temperature similar to that of molasses . The pure pro-
duct has a melting point near 0° c. This is not a definite melting 
point but rather a transition point, or softening point. 
The me t hod of the final reaction has been described a s it ~~s on 
completion of development . It was thought by some of my colleagues that 
chlorination with gaseous chlorine, through a l ayer of crystalline 
material five to six feet deep , Nould be impractical if not impossible. 
The chlorination without solvent was suggested by the author. Develop-
ment in the laboratory and plant '>'!as carried out under his direct ion . 
Codimerization and final chlorina tion reactions had to be carried 
through without any interim cooling allowed . The respective products 
were tested carefully and found to be equal to or better than standards 
of quality required. The f inal product color and viscosity \'lere better 
than products made in the plant previously . Other tests requir ed were 
also satisfactory. The very definite end points of both reactions were 
observed carefully. When transferred to plant practice, the reaction 
was much easier to handle than when carbon tetrachloride had been used 
as a solvent. Cooling of the batch in a glass-lined kettle was more 
difficult, but almost as much chlorine could be added per hour as before, 
and the batch could contain three times as much product. The very first 
batch produced a better final product than had been made in the plant at 
any previous time . 
Up to this time, all plant final chlorinations had been made in 
carbon tetrachloride as solvent. Reactions without solvent carriers 
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were very slow to be accepted. For about three years, the amount of 
chlorine was carefull7 metered to approximate the stoichiometric amount 
required by the idealized equation. When demands were made for a hicher 
viscosity product, a newer method was tried. This method was developed 
in the laboratory aDd then put into practice. Chlorine was added to the 
mixture until the heat of reaction diminished to a low point and much 
excess chlorine was civen off. The product was a satisfactory one in 
every tl8'3• It was a much more stable product than that previously pro-
duced. The previous plant product darkened IIU.Ch more in lone term stor-
ace. Also, the new product was a heavier material. Yields were raised 
as much as 4o-SO per cent. Undoubtedly, chlorine vas filling the free 
double bond in the codimerization product as well as substituting in 
place of at least one ~rogen atom. A close study of waste gases, 
given off thrO'Ilghout the whole term of the reaction, showed that the 
end point was quite definite. 
A emden increase of 4o-.SO per cent in production was pleasing to 
the manacement. A breakdown of vacuum equipment for stripping carbon 
tetrachloride and excess chlorine occurred at the same time. The last 
vacuum pump on hand was inoperable, and no more were on order. The 
author then designed a home-ll8de steam jet, put it into operation, and 
increased production still more. This steam Jet vacuum equipment was 
more satisfactory than the previous vacuum pumps ueed. The equipment 
will be diecuaae4 later. 
The goal of the entire development project vas to make a light, 
amber-colored product having other desirable properties such as a small 
denait7 variation, a small per cent chlorine range, proper viscosit7, 
ani a desirable insecticidal activity. The most important steps in 
attaining these goals were: a satisfactory hexachlorocyclopentadiene 
reaction, and the very important clean-up o:f' this product. 
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After completion of chlorination batches with a solvent present, 
carbon tetrachloride had to be stripped out under high vacuum. When no 
solvent was used in chlorination, strippinc under vacuum was still 
necessar,r. !his stripping process removed dissolved chlorine and other 
volatiles. 
At this stage, the product was a viscous ltquid when cold. On a 
commercial basis, it was alwqs necess&r7 to attempt some purification 
step for this final product. At this point, the liquid product was dis-
solved in an aliphatic h1drocarbon. Most o:f' the unwanted impurities 
wer e insoluble in this solvent. In early development and production 
staces, a sulfuric acid treatment removed the insolubles and other tm-
purities. These insolubles were alw9.1s very rich in iron content. The 
insecticidal activity o:f' this waste product was often higher than the 
desired collllercial product, but a use of this waste product as an in-
secticide was impractical because of its insolubility. This sulfuric 
acid treat•nt was alwa7s wasteful, but prot;ress in development pro-
duced better methods. At times, losses had been as high as 50 per cent 
in this step. When an a4equate he~orocyclopentadiene filter was 
use4, the final clean-up became simple and easy. This consisted of a 
percolation apparatus containing two a!aorbents. One adsorbent removed 
iron chelates and the other removed various unstable underchlorinates. 
After percolation, or acid treatment, the product was charced to a 
continuous stripper, which had been partially designed by the author. 
The strippinc vessel was made of copper. Essentially all solvent was 
stripped out under high vacuum, with vacuum provided b7 a TS-12 Nash 
B';rtor Pump. Iqdrocarbon solvent and water composed. the effluent stream 
from the pullp. A simple phase separation removed all but a trace of 
water :from the recovered sol vent. 
!his final step gave little trouble in the matter of selection of 
proper metals or alloys. Either stainless steel or copper would have 
been .uitable as a stripper construction material. whereas copper would 
haw been unsuitable in any previous step. 
After atrippinc out the sol vent used for purification. the final 
product vas pumped into a glase-line4 tank am mixed with a small 
quantit7 of stabilizer. The product tended. to slowly darken on stand-
inc aD4 give off ~rogen chloride. i f not stabilized. 17drolyzation 
of this product could occur in air ver7 slowl7. A hi~h residual action 
is desirable in this insecticide, hence it must be stabilized. It vas 
learned that stabilization mast be done within a few hours, if some 
darkenin, of the product vas to be prevented. Product made, when car-
bon tetrachloride had been used as chlorination solvent, exhibited 
this characteristic quite markedl7. When amber-colored final product 
was made, ita stability was quite hich, but a stabilizer was mixecl in 
the product at once as a prec~tion. 
After testing the product for insecticidal activity, it was ready 
:for sale. 
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VI . Various Eauipment Innovations 
All of t he equipment innovations to be mentioned here were designed 
by the author . The first one to be discussed i s a chlorina tion waste 
gas scrubber. For two years , waste hydrogen chloride and chlorine were 
piped off into the f ield about one hundred f ifty yards distant and 
vented into the air. This was never sa tisfactory. Two careful~ 
engineered wa ste gas scrubbers ;.Jere purchased a t d ifferent times from 
different manuf acturers . One tower bl ew up , t he other p lugged up, and 
the tile pipe was cracked when pr essure developed . These accidents were 
due to the fact t hat chlorina t i on \vas ~- batchwise operation giving off 
waste gases i n a widely var iant f ashion. At f irst , no gas was emitted, 
because all chlorine wa s be i ng absorbed . Later, the amount of gas i n-
creased slowly unt il, a t t he end, l a rge volumes of f ree chlorine were 
given off. Most of the waste gas was hydrogen chl or ide, 1:1hi ch could be 
neutralized by sodium hydroxide . At the end of t he chlorinati on reaction, 
the waste gas was nearly 100 per cent chlorine and required twice as 
much caustic f or neutr aliza tion. Also, at all times, the tempera ture of 
react i on wa s hi gh enough t hat small port i ons of underchlorinated cyclo-
pentadiene products were entrained i n waste gases. The quantities en-
tra ined were only enough to be troublesome and slowl y p lug any waste gas 
pipes used. 
When t he gases were vented i nto t he air, they wer e quite trouble-
some to plant operators, when t he wind "'as in t he wrong direction . 
When t he a tmospheric co nditions were f oggy, the gase s were kep t i n t he 
plant ar ea much too long before disper sion. On one occa sion, it was 
necessary to pay f or a f ar mer ' s soybean crop . 
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Now, at the same time, an alkaline waste was continuously runnin~ 
to the sewer from the hexachlorocyclopentadiene reaction. Early in de-
velopmental operations, this waste hypochlorite solution, havi~ a pH o~ 
about fourteen and having sodium hydroxide and sodium chloride dissolved 
in nearly equal molal proportions, was recycled. The solution was once 
again batch chlorinated . After another cycle in the hexachloroqyclo-
pentadiene reaction, the waste hypochlorite, now having a doubled amount 
of sodium chloride present , was sewered. When a truly continuous hexa-
chlorocyclopentadiene re action wa s provided, all wa ste hypochlorite sol~ 
tion was sewered without any recycling. With a small change in the 
sewer line, t his waste solution flowed into one side of a thirteen hun-
dred gallon concrete sump. All waste chlorination gases were led into 
the middle of the sump with a cast iron line. The last section of pipe 
was gl ass pipe. This was immersed in the sump liquid about six inches. 
All liquid drained continuously to the main se\'Ter f rom another side of 
the sump. This permanently took care of the disposal problem, as the 
waste alkali always exceeded the waste gases in molar quantities neces-
sary for neutraliza.tion . Needless to say, this one step i mproved 
employee morale. It was also beneficial in lower ing the total alkalini-
ty of wa ter effluent from the p lant pond. 
At one time in t he development of the hexachlorocyclopentadiene 
reaction step , the final mixing of aqueous phase and oreanic phase was 
accomplished by pumping the mixture through a series of globe valves . 
The fact t ha t this adequately mixed the r eactants was discovered by 
accident. However, t his equipment was r e t a ined as an integral part of 
the reaction system f or several years . It was found tha t the reaction 
could be speeded up by the proper setting of these valves. After proper 
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dispersion of the organic phase , the re action went quickly to completion 
at the maintained temperature . This method of mixing wa s later abandoned 
as progress t.,ras made; and , as production rose, proper dispersion was 
made at an earlier stage . Actually, this globe valve mixing operation 
reoriented thinking in this operation. This operation demonstrated that 
a good product could be made at a higher temperature in much less reac-
tion time than was formerly thought possible. It also demonstrated , to 
some extent, the level of mixing necessary for this operation. The 
power input necessary was much less than that thought to be required. 
For a considerable portion of the time in which carbon tetra-
chloride was used as a solvent in chlorination "'ork, a solvent recovery 
AAd drying system was used. In itself, it was very sinrrle . Equipment 
used was designed by the author. Many people dislike to use recover-
ed chloroform and carbon tetrachloride solvents. The carbon tetra-
chloride to be recovered was stripped out of final product batches by 
a h i gh vacuum process . The condensed carbon tetrachloride had , as 
impurities, a little chlorine, hydrogen chloride, and some entrained 
organic chlorinates. kll of these impurities were present in very 
small percentages. This condensed carbon tetrachloride was pumped 
into a caustic wash tank as quickly as possible . One volume of one 
per cent sodium hydr oxide was mixed with h1o volumes of carbon tetra-
chloride by continuous circulation with a centrifugal pump . This simple 
mixing operat ion adequat ely neutralized t he acid impurities. A caustic 
wash was followed by two water washes, and sufficient time "'as allovred 
for phase separation. Then, t he carbon tetrachloride phase was slowly 
percolated through a column of silica gel six :fe e t high and twelve inches 
in diameter. The silica gel , a s charged, was about 14-20 mesh non-
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catalytic gel produced by the Davison Company. Percolation rates 
varied from 0. 1 to 0.5 feet per second. When fresh gel is used , the 
carbon tetrachloride can be dried rather rapidly. Rate of drying should 
be slow, as r esist ance through the bed increases with water adsorption. 
The silica gel used is capable of drying some hydrocarbons to a water 
(8) 
content of 10 p . p . m., as given in Mantell . The recovered carbon 
tetrachloride \oJas much drier and freer of impurities than newly pur -
chased carbon tetrachloride . When the drier was properly operated, a 
very good recovered chlorination solvent was produced . Silica gel ad-
sorbs carbon tetrachloride at first, until saturated. Then, water slow-
ly displaces the carbon tetrachloride . Small amounts of impurities , 
more polar than carbon tetrachloride, are adsorbed and remain adsorbed . 
It is easy to determine when t he gel is exhausted by putting a 
small section of glass pipe in the outlet stream and filling this sec-
tion with cobaltous chloride impregnated silica gel . This indicator gel 
turns p i nk when saturated with water . It retains its normal blue color 
until t he gel above it is saturated , and water is adsorbed by the indi-
eating gel . It should be noted that t his silica gel can be dried a t 
250° C. for twelve hours and reused . The process of drying liquids 
gradually cracks the gel into smaller and smaller pieces until it is too 
fine for liquid drying. It o,ras found in practice that new gel could be 
dried and reused twice , thus making it possible to use the ge l three 
times before it became too fine or reuse . A discussion of us s of 
silica gel in liquid drying is . . (8) (9) ~ven ~n 1-!antell and Perry. 
Another piece of equipment, 'I'Jhich was important for some time, was 
(8 ) antell, C. L., Adsorption, 2nd Ed ., pp . 173- 184. 
{9) Perry, J . H. Chemical Engineers ' Handbook, Jrd Ed ., p . 914. 
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a caustic scrubber used for neutralization of acid gases and carbon 
tetrachloride stripped fro~ the final chlorinated product . During a 
twelve-month period, $12, 000 worth of vacuum pumps had been ruined in 
t his operation. Under vacuum, the carbon tetrachloride was boiled off 
and condensed "~<Ti th a cascade type glass coil condenser . This condenser 
was observed to give an overall transfer coefficient U of 125 
B. T. U. /(hr. )(sq . ft . )(F. 0 ) , which is very good for a gl ass exchanger . 
The condensed carbon tetrachloride then drained into a receiving kettle . 
When the kettle became full , carbon tetrachloride "ras pumped out to the 
solvent recovery system. Non-condensable gases and some carbon tetra-
chloride were pulled on through t he receiving kettle by a vacuum pump . 
A crisis arose "'hen all vacuum pumps on hand had been corroded 
until inoperable , and no rep lacements could be received f or several 
months . It was necessary to improvise quickly. A shop- made steam 
va cuum jet was constructed . This was in operation within twenty- four 
hours after its design was completed . It was made fron all standard fit-
tings . Only one \'leld \'las necessary. Supply steam \lias carried in a one-
i nch line. The suction end 111as a tt·To - inch section. The line was then 
swed ed down at approximately a twelve degree angle . The Venturi sec-
tion was four inches long, diverging at the same angle into a t~~-inch 
tail pipe . The steam supply was reduced to one- fourth- inch pipe , ending 
a fraction of an inch from the entry into the Venturi section. This jet 
had to be repaired after each batch, but usually only one fi tting had to 
be replaced. Materials of the jet were wrought iron or malleable iron . 
Steam supply pressure \'las one hundred fifty p . s . i . g . Exhaust pres-
sure was atmospheric . This steam jet gave the vacuum necessary to distill 
off carbon tetrachloride and dissolved waste gase s from a one thousand 
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gallon chlorinator . Most of the carbon tetrachloride was distilled off 
at ten to fifteen inches Hg . of vacuum. Then , residual carbon tetra-
chloride was slowly removed down to a point as low as the jet or vacuum 
pump would provide . This shop- made steam jet gave a vacuum of twenty-
two inches of mercury . The cost of this equipment was low, and produc-
tion was maintained , even being raised 20 per cent. Later , an effect i ve 
steam jet , built out of materials which would resist hydrogen chloride , 
chlorine , and carbon tetrachloride , was purchased , tested, and put into 
operation . Naturally, the management was quite pleased that production 
could be maintained and raised under these condi t ions . 
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After the development work on the above- described i nsecticide pro-
cess was completed, various steam and water surveys were made for the 
entire chemical plant . Each >'tater usage \oras determined carefully, and 
many excessive amounts were noted. A study of proper water usages re-
quired several months . If the water could be returned to hot wells , it 
was returned. A few unnecessary uses were eliminated. Each exchanger 
need was assessed , and the r·eason for excessive use or improper opera-
tion '"as sought . In some cases, overall transfer coefficients were 
obtained . If they were too low, means were often found to improve them. 
It was found that a cooling tower basin had been spilling over 
it s curb intermittently for a period of several years . The reason for 
t his sp i llage was that one cold well pump was pulling suction from two 
separate t ower basins , one being four feet a\'lay , the other being h1enty 
feet away. Naturally, t he pump received more \'Tater from the nearest 
basi n. Al so , the curb of the basin twenty feet away was several inches 
lower than the curb of the nearer basin . Raising the curb of the 
far thest basin eighteen inches corrected both faults . This l'Jas import-
ant merely in tidying up simple engineering details , many of which cost 
the company considerable expense . 
The plant water supply had been obtained from t wo different 
sources ; one supply was from the nearby city, the other from two plant 
\-Jells . The main source of supply had been the city \'later. Plant >orell 
water had been used when the p lant was quite small . Also , a plant cool-
i ng pond had been used in earlier days and was st ill in use as a reser-
voir . \'lat er, which had not been warmed up as high a s 20° C., was piped 
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to this reservoir and brougbt into the cooli~ tower system cradually. 
fhe qstea ha:l "crown like fopsy•. Each route had to be checked care-
tully and accounted for. This whole system was revised considerably. 
The plant wells were cut out of serTice soon. J'or one thia&, their 
solids content differed from the water furnished by the city. This 
c011plicated water treating, as the water treatment had to be based on a 
water whose composition was conetant. With the plant wells in use, this 
was tapoaeible. The composition of the water from the city source was 
fairly constant. The composition of plant well waters varied continual-
ly. City water composition was as follows: 
~uhalents per million 
. . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4.85 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 0.222 
-
so4 . • . • . • . • • • • • • . • • • • . • . . • • 0.162 
Jlree C02 . • • • • • • ·-. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0.721 
ca++ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • 4.28 
Me++ 
• • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • . . • • • 2.53 
++ ++ Hardness 6.81 Ca +Me • . • • . . • • • • ... • • • • 
Alkalinit7 • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 4.93 
Ion-Carboate !ari.ness •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.88 
!reated water compoeition was ae follows: 
!quiTalente per million 
. . ... . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . • • 1.oo 
Cl . • . • • • . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . • • 0.23 
-S04 • • . • • . • • • . • • • . • • . . • • • • • • 0.60 
-o• • • . • • . • . • • . • • • • • • . • • . • • • 0.17 
ca++. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.00 
Jl 
ilquivalents per million 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • o.JO 
GroUDi waters of the area contained mo s tl;y bicarbonate hardness. 
This condition is quite common in claciated. areas of the northern 
states. The cit;y water was derived t.rom two lar«e but ahallow wells. 
Plant well water washed thro~h sillilar undercround fot'llations, but 
these plant wells were not puaped continuousl;y. Approximate total alka-
linit;y of the cit;y water, .expressed aa p.p.m. calcium carbonate, vas 
five lnmd.recl. All treated water used in coolinc tower circuits vas 
treatecl in an Infilco Accelator apparatus. Ratecl capacit;y vas one hun-
clret fift;y pl.lona per minute. Lime vas used as a precipitant. be>u«h 
socli'Uil aluminate vas adcled to help flocculation. Operation of this 
type of treating unit is described in Perry1 a Chemical lngineers 1 Hand.-
(10) 
book. Softening action tabs place in a slwlce bl&Dket. This type 
of treatment precipitates carbonate and bicarbonate ions as well as 
soae of the aacneaiUII. The pH of treated water was 10.2. !his treat-
ment reduced total solids b;y about 6o per cent. Accelator effluent 
water waa fed into coolin,; tower basins automaticall7 as required to 
maintain proper le~ls. Considerable water usace, in exceaa of coolinc 
tower needs, vas p'UIIped conatantl;y to units demanding cold water. Moat 
of the needs in the insecticide unit were for this fresh, cold water, 
the temperature of which was never warmer than 68° !'. Much of this cold 
water, when ueed, c7Cled. into a cooling tower basin. If this water vas 
in excess of need., it co'.lld be reservoired or severed as required. 
The plant cooling tower circulation included four cooling towers. 
(10) Perry-, J. B., Chemical Engineers' Handbook, Jrd ~., p. 947. 
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Two were of the atmospheric type, and t\'ro were forced draft coolin 
to\';ers . The total po ssible duty of these tower s could be as :,.i h as 
15, 000 , 000 ] . T. U./hr. California Redwood was used in the construction 
of these towers . This is a very long- lived wood commonly used in cool-
ing to\"rers . It will last many years unless pH of the water rises too 
hi,h, leachi~ away part of the wood structure , or it c~ be deterior-
ated by other water or fungi maladjustments. 
A careful study of conditions existing in each of the four plant 
coolin~ tower basins demonstrated that pH values \..re re too hi h for opti-
(11) 
mum conditions . Total dissolved solids \'ere not as high as allow-
able . Hence , enough to"~r water w s lost in c irculation to keep total 
solids low enough. Cooling tower w ter is concentr ted by evaporation 
of water , which cools the circulated w ter . This water can gradually 
increase in pH, because of absorption of co2 from the air . This in-
crease in pH is very slow, so very little sulphuric acid is necessary to 
control this condition. Acid is necessary because the Langelier calcium 
(11) 
carbonate saturation index is too hi gh. Often, chrome salts or some 
similar materials are added to cooling tower basins as needed. Accumu-
lation of algae must be prevented also . Algae can reduce best distrib~ 
tion of water being pumped into the top of each tower. 
Until the time that this survey of water and steam usages was 
made , boiler feed water had been supplied from the effluent of odium 
zeolite treaters. Fresh city untreated water was charged to these zeo-
lite treaters . There had been numerous complaints of the high boiler 
blow-down usages . These blow-down usages were found to be as high as 
(11) Data Book, The Permutit Company, p . 52, 1944 Ed . 
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5 per cent of the total boiler charge . Solids in the boilers hai been 
kept fluid by addition of a small amount of disodium phosphate in the 
f eed water system. This treating method was satisfactory except for an 
excessive use of salt used to reactivate the zeolite treaters and an ex-
cessive loss of steam in blow- down. Zeolite treatment only exchanged 
sodium ions for calcium and magnesium ions, not appreciably reducin~ 
total solids ; in fact, the treatment may increase total solids a l i ttle . 
After data was gathered , the. writer was instrumental in persuading the 
management to use Accelator treated water as charge stock to the zeolite 
treaters. Wnen in operation, this change in charge water lowered blow-
down losses nearly 60 per cent. 
In this chemical plant , very litt le condensate was returned to the 
boilers. Corrosion always was observed in steam and condensate lines . 
Water charged as boiler feed water was preheated , but no oxygen removal 
was undertaken . Steam condensate line corrosion was due , in this case , 
not to oxygen alone but to a combination of oxy~en and carbon dioxide . 
If oxygen is removed , carbon dioxide is not capable of corrosion alone . 
This condition f s pointed out to the management . On one cold morning, 
one hundred thirty-three steam leaks of various sizes were observed in 
t he plant area. Some were fairly large . These were nearly all due to 
steam condensate corrosion. When the boiler feed w ter was lime treated 
and zeolite treated, most of the carbon dioxide , which had formerly been 
produced with steam, was kept out of the system, and much less corrosion 
was observed . 
A survey was also made of all steam usages ; unnecess ry wastages , 
and excessive usages were pointed out and many s vings effected . All 
usages were estim2.t ed and checked occasionally to see whether any sav-
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ings were being made , the f indings being reported to the operating fore-
men . 
No t~pe of steam trap used seemed very effective aga inst the con-
stant corrosive attack of both C02 and oxygen in the steam before the 
ch2~ge in water treating was made . After a short time , the t r ap wou~d 
plug wit h rust and be inoperative . This accounted for much waste . 
After the survey of steam and wat e r needs was completed , water , 
steam, condensate , and se\V'er lines l'rere plotted on a large plant map . 
Insulation needs were checked and recommenda tions made . Some out-
door steam insulation wa s in very bad condition . Several steam lines 
had outdoor insulation which was not ,.,eatherproofed . When this insula..-
tion became wet f rom either rain or snow, heat losses could be worse 
than t hose losses realized when no insulation was used. The main steam 
he~..d.ers \.,rere in general well insulated . Most improvements were m:ade in 
smaller lines . Some lines were reorganized . 
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VIII. Preparation of Cyclopentadiene Charge 
At one stage of operations in this plant , it became likely that a 
charge stock source might be cut off and that operations in one depart-
ment might cease unless an alternative charge stock could be obtained . 
The research department had analyzed a possible charge stock , which con-
tained the nece ssary cyclopentadiene. The amount present ranged f rom 
5 per cent to 10 per cent . Charge stock analyzed \'las used for making 
resins normally, but since it wa.s plentiful , the research department 
suggested a means of recovering the cyclopentadiene content for the 
manufacture of insecticide. The writer assisted in small-scale work-up 
of these operations. Problems, in this stage , were solved easi~ . 
When plans \'Jere made for the commercial plant , it \'las thought that when 
a controlled dimerization of cyclopentadiene was attempted, high pres-
sure equipment might be necessary. It was generally thought, by the 
management , that pressures might rise as high as those used in handling 
liquid propane . Some literature sources had stated that cyclopentadiene 
is capable, in some cases, of spontaneous decomposition and very violent 
explosions . The reaction described is , in some ways , similar to acety-
lene decomposition and explosion. The writer questioned \'Jhether this 
should or could occur , unless very high pressures were built up . This 
supposition seemed confirmed by a careful search of litera ture covering 
most of what is known of the reactions of cyclopentadiene. It was sug-
gested, by the writer , that if enough free head space \'Jere left in the 
vessel, the reaction should not develop a pressure higher than fifty 
0 
p . s .i. g . at 210° F. A small test batch was set up and tested at 210 F. 
The pressure actually developed was fifty- three p . s.i. g. 
A plant recovery system for this i mportant raw material \'Tas built 
)6 
up and was in operation in a few weeks time . There were very few diffi-
culties, which developed in the operational procedure . As a result , the 
impending loss of business was avert ed and production of the finished 
insecticide was completed as per schedule . 
J7 
IX . Clean- up of Resin Solutions, Drying of Charges 
On one occasion , a resin solution, produced in this plant , pre-
sented a clean- up problem . Sales were seriously threatened unless the 
problem could be solved . As produced , the resin was too unstab le at the 
temperature necessary whe n mixed in varniSh cooks . It was sugge sted by 
the author that this difficulty might be due to the presence of iron 
cont~~inants . Cyclopentadiene and methyl cyclopentarl iene are capable of 
slight iron reaction . It was also sug~ested that some form of cellulose 
might be useful in adsorption of this iron in a s imple filt ration . The 
idea worked in practice, a clean- up operation was put into service , and 
a satisfactory solution of the problem was obtained . 
On another occasion, a plant problem arose in th e manufacture of 
another resin in solution. In this p rocess, the chemical boron tri-
fluoride was used as a catalyst to promote resin f ormation. It had been 
observed many times in l aboratory ifOrk tha t maximum yields were obtained 
when this reaction was carried out at very low temperatures . Some col-
leagues thought that best yields were obtained at - 4o° C. to -80° C. 
This problem had been of concern to the research people for some time. 
The idea t hat best yields could be obtained at very l ow temperatures was 
so well accepted that , at one time, purchase of refrigeration equipment 
worth $250 , 000 was considered . 
The author was asked to determine a series of moisture contents 
in some of the resin charge solutions before boron triflouride was 
added . Karl Fischer reagent was used to make the analyses . The me-
thod used for plant drying of these resin char~ solutions will not be 
described , but the method is generally considered adequate for most such 
purposes. Howenr, analyses showed. that th dri rs r mov cl moistve 
only to an equilibri p rcentace of water at a ciftn temperat re. 
Differ ncea- in the equlibri percenta&es would be consiierable 
in r as compared to winter. After th se wa'er eont nts had been 
obtained for several charcea am aeveral temp ratvea. it vas a-.ccest-
ed by the r that th ee eq ilibriUil water contents micht have som -
thine to 4o with lover 7ields at hiper temperatllr8a. It was swgcestecl 
that equlibri1111 oiat-.re contents st b nry low at the low temper.,_ 
tvea cons1 •red. :ricu,res 'fro the Earl :r1 ur cleteraiu. ions ~·t-
ed ~t thia eqwilibri o1etwre lett in the resin sol~tions was cap-
able of reaetinc with as mv.ch as 4o per c nt to SO per cent of the boron 
trifilLOr14e catalyst added. A:trr moistur present 1n sach a quant it7 
certainl7 wo111d. r d•c yield a by makinc the boron trifi . rite ineffect-
1 w. The s ideas were present to the anace nt. 
!h8 d.eyiDC of xachloroqclop nt 1ene, as •scribed in S ction 
IV, vas enntw.ally ion with a eelluo • irier. The possibilitr of e-
tenaininc t moistv present, with Karl fisclter r apnt was eonaicl-
ered. However, on close e:xam1Dat1on, it wa tho'C t t t xachl.oro-
eyelop ntadien was capable of reactin~ with all ;of t r nts sed 
in akinc up th Karl J'ischer mixtw.re. Obvio sly, this test vas im-
practieal. A trial vaa ma4e to see 1:! the hexachloroeyclopentadiene 
m&Jmfactllr in t e plant co-.1.4 be dri d b7 d.istillation. This prov 
to b very impractical bee •• p to abo t 210° F., a nry small p 1'-
c ntace of the material distilled oTer. .A'bollt 99 per cent of the mater-
ial remainecl beh.i ae tars and carbon. Larce Tol a f ~ro&en 
chloride cas were TOl • !hi a rather complete a tract ion of hexa-
chloroc)" lopentaaien was appar ntly ea1ls by 1 per c nt v ter present 
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plus a much smaller percent~ of iron salts. The same material could 
take the same treatment for one-half hour after complete dryi~g~ wit~ 
out damace. Rexachlorocyclopentadie~ would grlldually pol1118rize if, 
0 held at 210 F. f"or twent;r-four hours, even when dry. However, reac-
tion times required were aot of this order. 
The water present was finall;r estimated by drying with sodium sul-
phate and with cellulose. It was possible to estimate approximatel;r 
the amount of water that sodium sulphate was capable of absorbinc. 
Cellulose was approximately equivalent to sodium sulphate, pound for 
pound, in its capacity for removal of water from the solution. Ke~ 
chloroeyclopentadiene samples, one of which was dried with sodium sul-
phate and the other with cellulose, were compared in a Lumetron instrtr 
ment. In color and clarity, the samples were identica.J.. However, a 
bic difference was evident when the samples were heated in boiling 
water for fifteen minutes, in a manner described in Section III. The 
cellulose eample was very superior. It had not darkened and was suit-
able for processing, while the sample dried with sodium sulphate was 
badly damapd. This d i fference was thought by the author to be due to 
adsorption of iron compounds by the cellulose. Sodi'tllll sulphate could 
not be considered as having &nT iron adsorption capacity. 
4o 
X. An Acetylene Reaction Problem 
It was thoucht that an insecticide intermediate could be made by 
the reaction of acetylene and cyclopentadiene. This problem had 
bothered the research people for some time, so it was decided that it 
would be wise to try out the reaction on a small scale pilot plant. 
In considering the reaction of these two materials, JIIBZl7 interesting 
poesibilities occurred. lirst, both charces were capable of self-
decomPosition and spontaneous explosion. Acetylene is a much more 
danserous material to handle than cyclopentadiene, but both materials 
are energy rich. Also, if cyclopentadiene and acetylene will react, 
it is extremely likely that hexachlorocyclopentadiene will react with 
acetylene. These reactions describe the genesis of another patented 
insecticide, aldrin. Most reactions resulting from either one of these 
two charce materials, cyclopentadiene and acetylene, would be expected 
to be highly exothermic. A reaction between these two should be tre-
mendoualy exothermic. The heat of reaction was be,-ond a~hin,; ever 
observed by the author in his experience. The heat of reaction between 
cyclopentadiene and acetylene was a considerable fraction, but still a 
minor fraction, of soae observed heats of combustion. 
Again, the equipment cannot be described in detail. The type of 
equipment to be used for such a reaction can be surmised from aa article 
(12) 
discussing progress in_ acetylene chemistry in the last twenty years. 
In these discussions, it is suggested that acetylene spontaneous decom-
positions can be retarded or stopped by the filling of any reaction 
apace with standard one-fourth inch pipe lengths. The handling of this 
(12) Hanford, W. F., and Fuller, D. L., Acetylene Chemistry, Industrial 
and lllngineertnc Chemistry, pp. 1171-1177,. July 1948. 
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apparatlls required elaborate precautiona including the placing of all 
preasare equipment, which contained acetylene, behtod barriers of sand 
bS«s four feet wide and senn feet high. Several rupture dieka and 
fia11e arrestors were used thro~hout the apparatus. 
:Before experimental work started, it vas auggeated by the author 
that atmospheric preBSure reaction of these materials would be 1m-
practical, but that a preasure somewhere between 100 BD4 200 p. a. i.e. 
would cive practical results. A proper temperature had to be found b7 
experience, but the beat temperatures tor experimentation could be 
(1)) 
surmised trom some of the work of Dr. J. w. Reppe, amonc others, 
and b7 theraodynamical calculations. It is likely that this reaction 
•• r&aemble ethJnlation type reactions. Accordinc to Roaaini, •chem-
(14) 
ical The~ics•, a reaction of this t1J)e could be diluted 
with a non-reacthe cas 8UCh as nitrocen without ~ chMI8 in equil-
ibri1Dl constant except thoae chaDcee in activity coefficients of the 
reactanta, pro'Yided. the partial preasure of the inert ca• is not in-
eluded 1n the total preasure uaed in equ111bri1Dl calculations. Also, 
(14) 
accorclinc to Rossini, an 1ncreaee in preaaure would definitelY' 
alter the equilibriua constant because two caaeous 110la react to ctn 
one gaseous 11ol of procluct. lor real casea, the effect of pressure on 
the concentration• of the reactanta and producta of a chemical reac-
tion at equilibriU~t will alao include the ch811Cea of the activit,- co-
etficienta with preaaure. This effect may be quite larce. l'or exam-
ple, in the equi1ibriUil involving the eyntheais of a&llonia from h1dro-
cen 8Dd nitrogen, activity eoefficiente han been known to chance o'Y8r 
(1.3) Hanfor4, op. cit., pp. 11?1-11??. 
(14) Roaaini, 7. D., Chellical !he1'1104yn81111es, p. ),54, 19.50. 
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a vide range, with changes in pressure. Somewhat similar changes 111a7 
be expected !rom \h$ reaction of CTClopentadiene with acet7lene. 
When the pilot plant was put into operation, it was found that 
atmospheric reaction of aeet7lene &Dd e7elopentadiene at tm7 tempera-
ture tried vas apparentl7 impossible. Soma reaction vas possible at, 
e&T. !ift7 pounds pressure, but the reaction worked best in the raJIC8 
of pressure oricinall7 sugested and. within the r~e of conditions 
testecl. 
Man7 problems were eneoutered in the experimental tests. :Both 
acet7lene and eyelopentad.iene are capable of Jltm7 side reactions, and 
formations of resins and carbon depositions were difficult to lumdle. 
It vas found that e~ansion spots, between preheater and reaction 
zones, could not be allowed. !hese expansion spots, or enlar~ments, 
quiek17 filled with resinous ~~&terials and plucged off the charge lines 
eo11pletel.7. !his plucgin,; occurred because preheatinc vas beinc per-
foraed. in theae linea leadinc to the aain reaction zone. When the 
eharce vas ad.equatelr preheated and kept in the same sized lines lead-
inc to the reaction zone, JW21' hours of reaction time could be locced 
before pluccinc occurred in the main react ion zone. l!owewr, the eo 11 
in this main react ion zone would alvqs pluc up vi th carbon or coke. 
It a run vas aade in a continuous fashion 'Until tbe reaction coil 
pl~, best results were obtained. A Terr rapid and Tiolent explo-
sion of aeet)"lena oceurrecl, in onl7 one instance. Its Tiolence vas 
quicltl)" released b7 a rupture disc, and although much soot vas seat-
tere4 around the area, DO tire resulted. The cause vas not deterained, 
and there was no recurrence. 
:Zlaborate aa:tet7 precautions were taken. As work proceeded, 
4) 
equipment was greatl7 simplified. Much soot collected in the product 
condenser in the earl7 staces. !love-nr, thia tendency diminished as 
technique iaproTed.o One problea vas the preheati.D« o:f' acet7lene eylin-
ders. as the aain portion of the pilot plaDt vo.rk vaa done out of 
doors in ft1'7 eenre winter weather. Acet7lae c7linler preeeure was 
not adequate tor operational purposes under these low teaperature con-
ditiona. The acetylene cylinders ueed were the larcer else of the 
vel41nc nppl.7 tJPB. 
A probable beat of reaction was calculated by the author by the 
unal therll0d7Jl•ical •thode. When the work va1 completed, the data 
sbowcl that the heat o:f' reaction acreed reu.rkably well with that ob-
tained. in the reaction. The data obtained in the pilot plant work on 
thie heat of reaction vas not o:f' the highest quality. Other quanti-
ties were •re illport&Dt in the particular investiption than the heat 
ot reaction. Perhaps, actual acreement h not as close as that 8\l.f:'" 
casted. by this tata. 
Much uaetul clata :f'or thie inftatipUon vas obtained from an arti-
(lS) 
cle 4iacu.•sinc procreae in acetylene cheailtey. 
(15) Banford, op. cit., pp. 1171-1177. 
XI. Su!mary 
Solutions of .aDJ problems already outl1De4 were achievet cradual-
17 by aiequte thel'llodJ'IL8DI1cal calculations, !ollowe4 by cood teeip 
ani coot operational practice. A realization of the complex troablee, 
caused by metals contamination, came alowly. This point vaa q11.ite 
!orcetally browcht ho .. to the JUDaceaent in an acc14ental mamner. 
J'rOil this time on, the teTelopaant problems 8Dil their solutions fell i~ 
te their proper place a. Sometillea, it ia ti!!inl t to craiP the btport-
cce of T8r;J' eaall percentaces of imp-.rit 1et. 
Preparation of the pve1t poadble charp IUlteriala waa utreael7 
necessary. !hie point was easier to crasp and. was fairly quick in 
application. 
~ra4ull;y, the idea of careyin~ on all reactions vi thou.t a c&rr7-
inc eolYent vas appliecl. To sell tllis point was most ii!!icul. t, ba.t, 
when aoceptK, it vaa ad.opted. with enthue1&81l. After the M.option of 
thia practice, IN.ch aiaplificatlon was poaeible. About one-bal.! of the 
equipment vas 4itcarie4 at this point. 
Cleaninc up steaa aa4 water probleaa was lar~ely a aatter of sell-
iDe plant operations personnel on tbe 't'&lu of better practices. Most 
of thete iieas were well reoei'f'84., a• their illlportance was easily appre-
ciate4 b7 the practical men. 
Solutions of problema in clean-wp 8Dd iryinc of resin solutions 
8D4 charcea were rather siaple, but eoll8timea, the Uea• were a little 
cli:f'f'ieult to sell. love't'8r, wA8J1 an iiea can be teaonatrated b7 a sim-
ple an4 tireot experiment, botll prutieal aacl research aen ..m.era~ 
it reaiil7. 
Preparation of data requ1re4 in the acetylene reaction problem was 
difficult. Much rea4inc of pertiDSnt literatve was Decessary. ~ 
precautions were taken. !his t7.Pe of reaction IIU.st be treate4 with ex-
treae respect. J.ctll.ally, after the operation was set in ori..er aD4 Dnlch 
siaplifieat1on of eqw.ipMut ioDe, these prec&lltious •icbt seea wnnece.-
aa!'7· !llere are so~ nrlables possible in this tn»e of reaation 
that it is best to Jud.ce which n.r1ables are aost illportant 8ZMl aet 
aceori.incly. Qooi intuiUn thbkbc 1• qw.1te usehl at t1Jies for best 
sol,t1ons. 
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